COVETED KITCHENS, THE WORLD OVER, SINCE 1935

THE PAST INFORMS THE FUTURE
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MADE TO MEASURE

St. Charles New York’s foundation is built on
boundless possibilities and exacting standards.
A full-service custom studio, the company starts
each project as a white piece of paper and distills,
elevates, and realizes a client’s desires, whether it
be an AD100 designer with a precise concept, or a
customer who needs creative direction and knows
only the best will do. St. Charles handles every
last detail – from space planning to manufacturing
and installation – with the acumen that only a
time-tested, highly skilled team can bear.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER:
SAVOIR FAIRE MEETS EASE
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For the first time in its 85-year history,

Karen Williams applies her wealth of knowledge

St. Charles New York is launching a collection

and experience to unravel a process that can

of distinctive kitchen designs. Debuting initially

be fraught with anxiety and indecision. “The

with three styles, each of which is offered in

goal was really to demystify kitchen design.

a carefully curated and rich range of finishes,
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woods, and paint colors, the collection pays

house to the most significant room of the

homage to architectural integrity, valuing scale

home, the choices have become endless and

and proportion as the linchpin of beautiful

overwhelming,” says Karen. By offering a

design. As crucially, the St. Charles Collection

discerning and time-tested selection of designs,

was developed to problem solve both the design

paint colors, wood and hardware options,

process and the client’s everyday experience,

St. Charles New York has taken the guesswork

seeking to simplify kitchen design without

out of the journey. “By streamlining the cabinetry

sacrificing the style or quality the company is

process,” says Karen, “we can focus on the

renowned for. Drawing on 40 years of creative,

design, the technology and solutions that the

industry leading experience, Creative Director

client wants and needs in the kitchen.”

“The goal was to create a new luxury,
where the beauty lies in
simplicity, innovation, and finesse.”
KAREN WILLIAMS
ST. CHARLES CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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S TC

No1

Fully integrated hardware conveys the minimal, seamless, and sleek look of the
STC No. 1, whose inspiration was drawn from the historic visual vernacular of the brand.
The lithe and refined horizontal and vertical lines of the hardware emulate molding lines,
creating a calming and ordered visual effect. The streamlined look is worked out in
the proportion of the hardware lines to the cabinetry dimensions, while the integrated
hardware cuts a modern, trim, and tailored silhouette. Additionally, the orientation of
the hardware’s handle– vertical, horizontal, and left, right, or center aligned– can be
specified per the client’s wishes, sure to be a favorite of anyone with an architectural
eye. Available wood options include walnut, oak, eucalyptus, and paldao, while strié
and hand painted brush stroke finishes are also on offer. Hardware finish options lend
STC No. 1 a vast array of moods.
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A MINIMAL AND
WARMLY NUANCED LOOK
DISTINGUISHES STC NO. 1
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STC NO. 1, WITH ITS STREAMLINED
INTEGRATED HARDWARE, IS AS
TAILORED ON THE INSIDE AS IT IS
ON THE OUTSIDE. WHILE IT LOOKS
EFFORTLESS, BOTH THE DESIGN AND
EASE OF USE IN STC NO. 1 ARE DEEPLY
CONSIDERED AND CUSTOMIZABLE
TO SUIT THE OWNER’S DESIRES.
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S TC

No2

A modern take on prewar New York architecture informs the STC No. 2, which boasts
a classic panel door and proprietary flush hinges, giving the kitchen an elegant, fresh
twist. The square hinge is integrated into the bead, conceived by St. Charles New York,
instead of being proud of the cabinet, the hinge fits seamlessly into the door, delivering
a classical and tailored façade. Hand painted brush stroke finishes are offered in a
neutral range, strié finishes are available in Tranquility, Platinum, and Almondine, while
wood offerings include walnut and oak. STC Collection hardware, with its multifaceted
silhouettes, act as perfectly proportioned jewels set into the cabinetry.
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INNOVATION TAKES THE LEAD
IN STC NO. 2, WHICH BOASTS A
PROPRIETARY SQUARE HINGE
THAT IS INTEGRATED INTO THE
BEAD, RESULTING IN A FLUSH,
ELEGANT FACADE. THIS SMALL
FEAT OF ENGINEERING PROVES
THAT SIMPLICITY IS THE ULTIMATE
QUIET LUXURY.
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A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

S TC

No3

A contemporary interpretation of a recessed panel door, STC No. 3 conveys refinement
with a soft cove and warm edges. The subtlety of the cove allows for fine crown molding
and wains panels without overtaking a space with ornamentation, as traditionally
recessed panel doors often do. Drawer head options are available in slab or stile, with
strié finishes in Tranquility, Platinum, and Almondine and a choice of walnut or oak
wood. In addition to monochrome, a special tone on tone treatment is available for the
cove and panel, offering light and medium options which give either subtle or strident
depth and contrast. As in the STC No. 2, the design works beautifully with
STC Collection hardware.
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CLEAN, REFINED LINES AND SUBTLE DEPTH
ARE CAREFULLY BALANCED IN STC NO. 3,
WITH ITS SOFT COVE AND TONE ON TONE
TREATMENT.
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THE KITCHEN, THE HEART OF THE HOME, IS
THE BACKDROP OF MODERN LIFE.
A ST. CHARLES KITCHEN FUSES BEAUTY AND
PURPOSE, NEVER SACRIFICING ON EITHER.
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SHOW OFF WHAT YOU LOVE
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FORM AND FUNCTION
Simplicity and boundless creativity meet in the
STC Collection. Decades of experience and a
refined eye have been poured into the designs and
options available for the St. Charles Collection,
which delivers foolproof results, unparalleled
luxury, and a concisely edited selection to choose
from. All told, it ensures personal, tailored kitchens
that reflect the client’s aesthetic desires and
priorities in the kitchen. Rare and rich woods,
beautiful paint options and finishes, and distinctive
stones set a glorious, unique backdrop for the
most complex room of the home, cradling the
family that calls it their own.
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

WOODS
Walnut
Paldao
Oak
Eucalyptus

METAL FINISHES
Satin Brass
Golden Bronze
Satin Nickel
Polished Nickel
Burnished Nickel
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COLORS
Available in gloss and satin matte finishes

WHITES
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NEUTRALS

COOL

DEPTH
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LUXURY IS EASE
Every drawer in the STC Collection is painstakingly conceived to
accommodate the most essential elements of the kitchen, ensuring that the
inside of every drawer is as thoughtfully designed as the beautiful exterior.
Luxurious accessories of handmade wood, porcelain and stainless steel have
been created and made to fit seamlessly in the St. Charles kitchen. The hand
carved wood pieces are intended to be brought to the cocktail or dinner table
and then easily tucked away in their dedicated drawer when the party is over.
At St. Charles New York, no detail is insignificant.
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